
DOT ‘N’ DASH QUILT ALONG WEEK 4 – 
SEWING THE QUILT  TOP 

September 7, 2018 

Did you finish your quilt blocks from last week? How is it going? Be sure to share your progress over in 
my ChristaQuilts Facebook group and/or on instagram using the hashtag #dotndashqal. 

 

Today we will be laying out our blocks and sewing them together to make the quilt top. The most important 
thing to remember is that each row in the quilt goes in opposite directions, so separate your blocks into two 
piles, A and B. 

See pages 53-54 of Piece and Quilt with Precuts for specific directions. 
It’s super helpful to lay out all 30 blocks on a design wall or other larger surface area. If you have a design floor 
or a design bed, that will work, too! Take as much time as you need to orient your blocks in the correct position 
with a nice color distribution of prints. 

 

https://christaquilts.com/2018/09/07/dot-n-dash-quilt-along-week-4-sewing-the-quilt-top/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/christaquilts/
https://shop.christaquilts.com/product/piece-and-quilt-with-precuts


All blocks are laid out in order on the design wall, and ready to sew. 
Take a picture with your camera phone to refer to as you piece the rows. 

PINNING AND PRESSING 

The key to a really nice flat quilt top is pinning and pressing. I prefer to press all seams open for the entire quilt 
and sew with a shorter stitch length (2.0 instead of the default 2.5.) However, if you choose to press to the side, 
that’s ok, too. Just be sure to press each and every seam as you go with a hot, dry iron. 

 

My corners match up nicely because I pressed each seam, and pinned each intersection. 
Here’s a tip for managing the bulk of the quilt top while sewing and pressing: Sew the block rows together into 
pairs of two. Then press each pair of rows before joining larger sections together. The quilt to will shrink up a bit 
once it’s all joined, but you can always add more blocks or a border to make it larger if you like. 



 

My finished quilt top – ready to baste in next week’s lesson! 

TAKE A VICTORY LAP!  

Whenever I’m making a quilt top with blocks that go all the way to the edge (no borders), there is a chance that 
the edge seams could split open. To prevent this, I take a “victory lap” around the edges – sew with a larger stitch 
length approximately 1/8″ in from the edge of the quilt around the entire perimeter. It feels like a great way to 
celebrate the finished top! 

Here’s what the edge stitching looks like from another quilt I recently made: 

 

By sewing with a larger stitch near the edge of the quilt, the stitching line will get covered by the binding. This 
secures the edge seams from splitting open during all of the rough handling that will occur with basting and 
quilting. 



 


